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Arab officer ever thought of telling the British
adviser concerned when he marched away his
troops. They would quite cheerfully have left a
solitary British officer marooned on a mud-flat in
the heart of the desert, not meaning any harm but
simply because they did not feel called upon to
announce that they were going away. We were
quite alive to this peculiarity,, and never allowed
ourselves to be in any way dependent upon Sheri-
fian rations or transport, since, if we had, we should
have been stranded again and again. We just
accepted the fact that we had to keep ourselves
informed, but this did not make the casual way in
which they continually abandoned us any the less
galling.
On this occasion I managed to get a few men out
of Pisani to finish up my clearing, and had almost
got it done, with the help of one or two British
officers, when Junor came back. Three enemy
planes were on his tail, and he dropped a message to
say that he must land as he had no more petrol. All
hands now rushed to the improvised aerodrome,
though it was too late to do much more. It was
rather horrible to watch the young pilot in his old
machine dodging and turning to escape his three
grim enemies. As he was driven lower and lower I
realised with a start that he was actually fighting for
his life and that we were powerless to help him. We
could only put out the landing signal in the best
possible place and leave the rest to fate. Just at
this moment the wind veered, and the narrow strip
of stony ground which we had cleared, to give as long
a run up-wind as possible, no longer lay in the right
direction for landing. Junor landed well in the
fairway, and for a moment it seemed as if all were

